
With a fusion called "Latinoboom", La Ronera rocks the 

stage with an explosion of elements in which ska, reggae, 

rock and latin music are played without a predictable 

formula; exploring new sounds, tendencies and genres, 

bringing life to a frenetic sensation of dancing and 

movement.

La Ronera is looking for consciousness and happiness 

through music, embracing current social issues, in which 

lyrics become the tool for cultural union and social 

transformation. Looking forward to expanding its music 

around the world.

Being part of the local gig tours for 
emerging bands all around Colombia, 
La Ronera performs in famous 
independient showcases.

Big scale university festivals; stages 
where they shine for their musical 
quality and live performance.

Creation of la ronera

2007

#MiRazónParaVivir campaign

Released on the World Suicide Prevention 
Day (WSPD) this campaign aims to gener-
ate the suicide social awarness to young 

and adult people.
“Pa’ Seguir Andando” + shortfilm.

bogotá latin festival

bogotá ciudad rock

MONSTER DEL rock’s finalist

SAint ThomaS university enviromental day

ROCK AL PARQUE 20 years

Winners of the Colombian 
district call, with just 

3 years of experience.
 
  

américa solidaria

 #AyudanosAAyudar
(Help us to help) 

  

CONVERSE rubber tracks bogotá

Among more than 700 proposals, 
they were part of the 14 winning 
bands of the international call, 
working with the international 

producer Hector Castillo.

Teletón

rock nos une

In parallel with México, 
Colombia and Costa Rica and 
headlined by bands as Café 
Tacuba (México) y Altogrado 

(Colombia).

el sarasvati

antiroscas interNational fest

 panche festival

XX bogota summer fest

 rock for the kids

natura end of year party

el bosque university certifaction event 
#ElBosqueCrece

  

sancocho fest

Tattoo international convention

mountain week

La Ronera has been invited to national 
governmental and independent festivals 
which want to empower social transfor-
mation using art and culture. Festivals 
with a capacity and assistance of more 
than 15000 people.

SXSW SHOWCASE USA TOUR

La Ronera is aiming on making 
impact in the international 
market by being accepted 
on the SXSW Showcases,

BRONX CREATIVE DISTRICT

Sergio urrego’s foundation



latinoboom

Guss Moros

Guitar

Eric Nieto

Vocals  

 “Mendi” murillo 

Trombone 

Santiago Camargo

Trumpet

Felipe Corredor

Bass Guittar

Juan Guerrero

Keys

Carlos Ortiz

Drums
laronera@gmail.com 

@LaRoneraBand 

@laroneraband

/bandalaronera

Streaming Platforms 

            Contact
the “rums”

(+57) 316 740 0138

David “Mendi” Murillo

mendi.music@gmail.com 


